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Landscape Construction, 3rd edition, with its simple but complete instructions for a multitude of

exterior construction projects, is the ideal learning and resource tool for future landscape contractors

and designers. Photos and illustrations support the instructions for such activities as site

preparation, grading and drainage, utilities and irrigation, retaining wall construction, paving, exterior

carpentry, fencing, and such amenities as pools, ponds, and edging. Readers will appreciate the

easy-to-follow process of construction and the review of various materials, tools, and methods. A

discussion of estimating and bidding for jobs will be valuable to professionals in their work and also

to homeowners as they consider their own exterior projects. Landscape Construction, 3rd edition is

the sole resource needed to accomplish a multitude of hardscape construction goals.
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I'm glad I decided to buy this book, despite its high price. Having just recently become a landscape

designer/contractor, it proved invaluable many times in the course of our company's first big job. For

example, the sections on stone paving were very helpful when we were building a flagstone patio,

as they helped us select the best foundation and edging materials.I like the way the book is

arranged, i.e. having a large section on paving, beginning with materials and site preparation for

paving in general. This is followed by a chapter on each of the specific paving materials, such as

concrete, unit pavers, dry laid stones, mortared paving, and granular paving.The extensive section

on retaining walls, which I am about to take advantage of in our next job, is arranged similarly.This



book is the industry standard. It is used as a text in City College of San Francisco, and it is also

listed as a resource in the California Contractor's State License Board's Study Guide for the

Landscaping (C-27) License Examination.So if you want to do landscape construction, I highly

recommend this one.

I found this book to be very thorough and detailed in its approach to a variety of landscape

construction issues. It has detailed pictures and diagrams that illustrate the processes and make it

easier to understand. The information is up to date, easy to read and a great learning tool for the

student, professional or hobby person. As a landscape student, I find it a great resource book.

This book is full of incredible and professional information related to Landscape Construction. It's

not meant to be a DIY book you'd get from Home Depot or Lowes. This book is meant for students

and professionals wanting to learn best practices regarding Landscape Construction. Amateurs,

landscape designers and architects can gain some valuable insights, too. We used this book as our

textbook in the various landscape construction classes I took, studying to be a landscape designer.

Landscape Construction was the required textbook for the 2 semester course (by the same name)

so I felt this was an obligatory purchase at the time. Less than half the students in the class bought

the book either because they could not afford it or did not think it was worth the inflated price ~ I

paid $125 FOR A USED COPY in Jan 2010 on  and I am pretty sure that was he lowest price to be

found at the time because I searched & searched! It was $160 USED in the Campus Bookstore!

Even though it was required, no class time was ever spent using the text since we were outside

working~ all reading was assigned as homework that only a couple students managed to get

done.Now that I've completed the course, I thought I would try and get some of money back by

reselling it but the truth is, I've had to refer to it a few time for my own jobs out in the field and it was

a great help. There is a lot of information with helpful pictures & diagrams. It's impossible to predict

the potential obstacles & problems that might arise on a job -especially for the inexperienced- and

this book does a really good job of warning you ahead of time.This is definitely NOT a DIY/Weekend

Warrior Project type book!So I've decided to hang on to it- at least until I win the lottery!I might have

given it 4 or possibly 5 stars if the price was reasonable ~ say around $75!

I found clear concise information on this subject rare until discovered Mr. Sauter's Landscape

Construction. There is a host of Better H & G / Sunset books available, but those are really



idea/coffee table books written for the weekend warrior. If you really want to know the best-practices

and standards for the industry, this is the reference for you. Great for the student and pro alike.

Needed a book to give me some background on some projects that I wanted to complete around

the house. This book covers a lot. I use it for referencing when I start a new project. I also use it for

referring back to when I have questions.

This book is incredibly well-organized, with tips on all kinds of landscape construction, from piers for

fence posts, to footings of decks and every other measure for building a deck, paths, walks, patios,

retaining walls. I bought it for school. And I ended up with a 3.9

This is a very good book, and I strongly recommend it for all landscaping construction

needs.Everything is explained in detail, and is not overly complicated.If you want to get into

landscape construction, this is the book to get...
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